
Car smartphone holder with auto-lock
SKU: TESUPGRAVPRO

The car holder that auto-locks to keep your mobile phone completely secure

MAXIMUM STABILITY

This car mount  is designed to provide your smartphone with optimal stability whether it's Apple, Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi or
Oppo. Its auto-lock adapts to your device perfectly while its clip allows you to attach it to the air vent with ease.

AUTO LOCK

With its gravity mechanism, all you have to do is rest your smartphone on the grip: its arms extend automatically and wrap
around it. When you lift your device, the arms do the opposite, releasing it.

ADJUSTABLE AND TILTABLE

The clip can be adjusted and tilted so you can always have your phone in the best position for facial recognition. You won't get
distracted while driving even if your phone enters standby.

DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS

The metal  design gives this accessory a minimalist touch and makes it smooth under hand. 

The exclusive SBS design makes this accessory unique and priceless.

FEATURES:

For smartphones up to 80 mm
Attaches to the air vent



Auto lock
adjustable and tiltable clip
Metal design



Car smartphone holder with auto-lock
SKU: TESUPGRAVPRO

Technical data
Coupling: Auto lock  
Coupling mode: Adjustable clip for air vent  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 80mm  
EAN: 8018417320712  
SKU: TESUPGRAVPRO  
Weight: 30 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 60 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 115 g  
Width Inner: 200 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 170 mm  
Weight Inner: 860 g  
Width Master: 410 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 370 mm  
Weight Master: 7955 g  
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